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ABSTRACT 
 
This work is aimed at determination of efficient capacity of an 
MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain cleaner at which extruder 
would process fed stock on the basis of designed multifactor 
experiment. On the basis of implementation of planning 
matrix, the mathematical model of the second order has been 
developed for determination of capacity of MVU-1500 
air-and-screen grain cleaner upon classification of a heap of 
sunflower seeds. The maximum capacity of MVU-1500 
air-and-screen grain cleaner upon classification of a heap of 
sunflower seeds in the section of optimum region with regard 
to feeding rate (C0) of a heap of sunflower seeds into 
pneumatic channel, oscillation frequency (n) of cleaner shoe, 
and air flow rate (υ) in the pneumatic channel of final 
aspiration at zero level is 931 kg/h; the optimum parameters 
of these factors have been determined.  
 
Key words: capacity of air-and-screen grain cleaner, 
extruder, feeding rate of a heap of seed, air flow rate.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Small agricultural companies involved in processing of oil 
seeds (sunflower, soya, lint, rapeseed, and others) using 
MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain cleaners sometimes should 
process wastes remained after postharvest handling of seeds 
(sunflower, for instance). These wastes could be used for 
production of feed additives upon cattle fattening (large 
cattle, pigs, and others), this stock also contains organic 
impurities: fragmented inflorescences and stems as well as 
husked, shrunk, and fractured sunflower seeds. After 
classification of a heap of sunflower seeds on MVU-1500 
air-and-screen grain cleaners, the seeds of main culture 
generally contain organic impurities (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Main indices of classification quality of Lakomka 
sunflower seeds using a serial MVU-1500 air-and-screen 
grain cleaner (production rate: 1.40 t/h) [, 2]. 
 
The data in Table 1 demonstrate that as a consequence of 
inefficient operation of pneumatic channel of final aspiration, 

 
 

the material purity is 97.61%, which does not meet the 
requirements of GOST Standard for seed material. The 
content of wastes is 2.39% [1, 3-7]. The quality of seed 
material corresponds to Class 3.  
 
Herewith, the seed material can be used as feed or as seed 
material after further processing in order to obtain seeds of 
Class 1 (2) in terms of purity. While considering the seed 
material, Class 3, containing organic impurities, and the 
seeds of main culture as feed obtained by extruders, the 
attention should be paid to improvement of its quality, mainly 
to increase in the content of protein and amino acids.  
 
The studies by Loshkomoinikov have demonstrated that the 
deficiency of protein and amino acids in cattle feeds in 
winters exceeds 30%. Provision of protein in the feeds on the 
basis of scientifically substantiated animal health standards 
without increase in the content results in improvement of 
economic efficiency of cattle breeding. Provision of animals 
with protein in accordance with the substantiated standards is 
an important problem of successful development of cattle 
breeding. Production of protein can be increased using oil 
clusters (sunflower, rapeseeds, lint, and others), which 
combine productivity of seeds with high content of oil and 
protein upon its optimum balance in terms of amino acids 
composition. The products of processing of oil seeds are cakes 
and meals of various agricultural crops required for feeding 
cattle and poultry. Nowadays all favorable conditions for wide 
use of oil seed meals as feeds are available [8-14]. 
 
The requirements to improvement of production of protein 
feeds based on oil seeds (sunflower), sunflower meal in 
particular, are increasingly high [15-20]. 
 
The pelletizing line of sunflower meal is known (Fig. 1) 
where shell-shaped meal is supplied to the milling section 
where it is milled to groats with the size less than 3 mm and 
then, via cyclone, to intermediate silo for storage. A magnetic 
separator is installed prior to the pelletizer where the groats 
are cleaned. Then the groats are weighed and fed to 
continuous mixer for mixing and steam processing in order to 
achieve homogeneous and plastic product. Addition of steam 
promotes decrease in energy consumption, decrease in wear 
of working elements of pressing pelletizer. The prepared 
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product is fed to the pressing pelletizer. Pelletizing is 
performed in the pressing chamber due to pressing by rollers 
between holes of rotating matrix. 
 
 
 

Hot pellets (about 80°C) are cooled by air in countercurrent 
cooler to the temperature required for extraction: 55-60°C. 
The cooled particles after discharging from the cooler are 
separated from fines on the screen and are supplied to the 
extractor room, and the fines are supplied to repeated 
pelletizing [21-25]. 

 
 

 
Figure  1: Pelletizing of sunflower meal by ICK Group. 

 
Another process line for small agricultural companies made 
according to RF Patent 2328171 [22, 26-29] with efficient 
equipment arrangement, was developed (Fig. 2), exergy 
analysis of production processes of complete combined feeds 
was carried out. The proposed production line of coextruded 
feeds is based on the concepts of efficient resource saving 
allowing to increase nutrition value of the combined feeds by 
purposeful adjustment of content of various components as 
well as to decrease significantly the expenses for raw stock 

while obtaining high quality products. 
 
Application of the proposed integrated systems in 
combination with the main production technology of 
combined feeds makes it possible to improve technical and 
economical performances, and to develop real possibilities to 
save resources and to improve quality of final products 
[30-34]. 
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Figure 2:. Production line of coextruded feeds. 

 
The technology can be improved by combination of two 
procedures (postharvest processing of a heap of sunflower 
seeds using air-and-screen grain cleaner and its extrusion to 
produce protein feed). 
 
The productivity of MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain cleaner 
is 1.4 t/h upon classification of a heap of sunflower seeds, and 
the productivity of KMZ-2 is 0.25–0.60 t/h, thus it is required 
to equalize these performances for efficient operation of the 
extruder, since it can fail to process the fed material (organic 
impurity and seeds of main culture) and to produce high 
quality protein feed: sunflower meal. 
 
This work is aimed at determination of efficient capacity of an 
MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain cleaner at which extruder 
would process fed stock on the basis of designed multifactor 
experiment 
 
 
 
 
 

2. METHODS 
 
Aiming at equalization of productivities of MVU-1500 
air-and-screen grain cleaner and KMZ-2 extruder, the 
method of protein feed production was developed according to 
RF Patent 2636474 [35], it is performed as follows [36].  
 
The components of a heap of Lakomka sunflower seeds, 
comprised of fragmented inflorescences, stems and sunflower 
seeds, are processed on the screens and in the pneumatic 
channels of preliminary and final aspiration of the machine 1. 
After secondary processing, the fragmented inflorescences, 
stems and sunflower seeds are extruded in the extruder 2. The 
rate of their addition into the vertical air flow of the final 
aspiration pneumatic channel should be by 2.3–5.6 times 
lower than that of discharge of final product upon extrusion. 
If the feeding rate to the final aspiration pneumatic channel is 
less than 2.3 times, then the material would not be fed into the 
extruder in full amounts and it will be idle with possible 
failure, and if it is higher than 5.6 times, the extruder will be 
unable to process the material, thus deteriorating the quality 
of feed and its nutritional properties (Fig. 3).  
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Figure 3: Schematic view of production of protein feed 

 
 

Production of protein feed can be exemplified as follows. The 
components of a heap of Lakomka sunflower seeds, 
comprised of fragmented inflorescences, stems and sunflower 
seeds, are fed into an MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain cleaner 
comprised of the silo, the gate, the pneumatic channels of 
preliminary and final aspiration. The material feeding into 
the machine of secondary cleaning is adjusted by the gate 
between the silo and the feeding roller. After cleaning of a 
heap of sunflower seeds, in the pneumatic channel of 
preliminary aspiration and on screens there are remained 
sunflower seeds and fragmented inflorescences and stems 
which are supplied to the pneumatic channel of final 
aspiration and further to a KMZ-2 extruder. The rate of their 
addition into the vertical air flow of the final aspiration 
pneumatic channel should be by 2.3–5.6 times lower than that 

of discharge of final product upon extrusion. 
 
The intervals of factor variations were determined on the 
basis of the experiments [1]. The following parameters were 
selected as variables: х1 – the feeding rate of sunflower seeds 
into pneumatic channel, m/s; х2 – the oscillation frequency of 
cleaner shoe, min–1; х3 – the air flow rate in the pneumatic 
channel of final aspiration, m/s. The resulting optimization 
criterion is the productivity of MVU-1500 air-and-screen 
grain cleaner upon classification of a heap of sunflower seeds 
у1, kg/h.  
 
The three-level second-order Box–Behnken design was 
implemented [1]. The experiment design and the variation 
levels of factors are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Box–Behnken design and variation levels of factors 

Notation 

Factor  Optimization criterion 
Feeding rate of 

sunflower seeds into 
pneumatic channel (C0) 

Oscillation 
frequency of 
cleaner shoe (n) 

Air flow rate in 
pneumatic channel of 
final aspiration  

Production rate of 
MVU-1500 air-and-screen 
grain cleaner (υ) 

х1, m/s  х2, min–1 х3, m/s у1, kg/h 
Upper level (+1) 0.084 360 5.22  
Main level (0) 0.060 320 4.5  
Lower level (–1) 0.036 280 3.78  
Design matrix   
1 + + 0 3,000 
2 – – 0 1,200 
3 + – 0 2,200 
4 – + 0 1,200 
5 0 0 + 1,800 
6 0 0 – 1,700 
7 0 0 + 1,000 
8 0 0 – 950 
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9 0 0 0 900 
10 + 0 + 1,000 
11 – 0 – 800 
12 + 0 – 750 
13 – 0 + 1,300 
14 0 + 0 1,050 

 
3. RESULT ANS DISCUSSION 
 
After implementation of the experiment design matrix, the 
regression coefficients were calculated by the procedure 
described in [37]. The obtained regression coefficients were 
substituted into the mathematical model for prediction of 
productivity of MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain cleaner upon 
classification of a heap of sunflower seeds (y1): 

 
 (1) 

 
where х1 was the feeding rate of sunflower seeds into 
pneumatic channel, m/s; х2 was the oscillation frequency of 

cleaner shoe, min–1; х3 was the air flow rate in pneumatic 
channel of final aspiration, m/s. 

 
On the basis of Eq. (1), it is possible to conclude that the 
increase in the considered parameters (х1, х2, х3) leads to 
increase in the optimization criterion (y1). 
 
Aiming at verification of adequacy hypothesis of the 
second-order models, the regression equations (1) were 
statistically analyzed. 
 
The adequacy of the second-order models was verified by 
Fisher test aided by auxiliary Table 3 where the optimization 
criterion was determined by Eq. (1). 

 
Table 2: Auxiliary table for prediction of experimental F-test 

test #  
    

1 2,900 3,000 100 10,000 
2 1,350 1,200 150 22,500 
3 2,300 2,200 100 10,000 
4 1,500 1,200 300 90,000 
5 1,850 1,800 50 2,500 
6 1,620 1,700 80 6,400 
7 986 1,000 14 196 
8 940 950 10 100 
9 1,050 900 150 22,500 
10 1,200 1,000 200 40,000 
11 860 800 60 3,600 
12 820 750 70 4,900 
13 1,320 1,300 20 400 
14 985 1,050 65 4,225 
Sum 217,321 

 
On the basis of Table 2, the residual sum of squares is 
determined which is SSR = 217,321 for productivity. 
 
The sum of squares related with the dispersion characterizing 
experimental error is SSЕ = 15,522.9 for productivity. 
 
The sum of squares related with the inadequacy dispersion 
[37] is SSLF = 24,146.8 for productivity. 
 
The optimization criterion experimentally determined in [37] 
is 1.56. The reference value of F-criterion at 5% significance 
is 2.70. 
 

Since Fexp < F0.05, then the adequacy hypothesis of Eq. (1) is 
valid and the experimental results are considered as valid 
with 95% probability. 
 
With the aim of analysis and systemization, the second-order 
equation is reduced to canonic form by its differentiation [37, 
38].  
 
The regression equation (1) reduced to canonic form is as 
follows:  

   (2) 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The maximum capacity of MVU-1500 air-and-screen grain 
cleaner upon classification of a heap of sunflower seeds in the 
section of optimum region with regard to feeding rate (С0) of 
a heap of sunflower seeds into pneumatic channel, oscillation 
frequency (n) of cleaner shoe, and air flow rate (υ) in the 
pneumatic channel of final aspiration at zero level is 931 
kg/h; the parameters of the optimum region are as follows: C0 
= 0.060 m/s, n = 320 min–1, υ = 4.5 m/s. 
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